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                            Speech Language Pathologist Lisa Flowers Brings You Her Worksheets and Activities PDFs for Middle School and High School

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    About Lisa Flowers, founder of Communication Acceleration!

                

            
            
            
                
                    
                        
                            Lisa G. Flowers

                            M.A., C.C.C. - S.L.P.

                            A licensed and certified speech language pathologist for over thirty years, currently working with high school students.
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                            For the past sixteen years she has helped high school students with autism spectrum disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, attention deficit disorder, auditory processing disorder, and general receptive and expressive language deficits improve their social skills, writing skills, comprehension, and overall academic functioning.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Throughout her career, she has developed and constructed original educational and speech language therapy materials. She discovered a need for more engaging and effective materials for her students than what was and is currently available in stores, catalogs, or on websites.

                            Her colleagues, including teachers, social workers, psychologists, and fellow speech language pathologists, use the worksheets, activities, handouts, and board games she developed, and report great success with their students, whether working on comprehension, grammar, writing skills, life skills, or social skills.

                        


                        
                            Lisa has conducted presentations on her educational and speech language therapy materials to other schools from grades three and up, and has consistently been met with enthusiastic reviews. You will find our resources for adolescents and adults, both neurotypical and on the autism spectrum, user-friendly, comprehensive, effective, and engaging. 

                            We are excited by the prospect of these materials helping other professionals to successfully improve their students' literacy and social communication skills.

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                        Get Language and Social Skills Worksheets, Handouts, Exercises, and Activities for the language and social communication needs of your students. All created by Speech Language Pathologist and Educator Lisa Flowers.
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                                    Accelerate Social Skills Learning

                                    Teacher/Therapist handbook covering conversation skills, kinesics, perspective taking, empathy, and real world communication.
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                                    Accelerate Social Skills Learning Handbook

                                    Student handbook/accompanying consumable for middle school and high school students.
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                                    Accelerate Language Proficiency

                                    Teacher/Therapist handbook covering writing skills, grammar use, and reading comprehension.
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                                    Accelerate Language Proficiency Student Handbook

                                    Student handbook/accompanying consumable for middle school and high school students.
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                                    Sticky Social Scenes

                                    Our best-selling board game teaches adolescent students how to handle social situations by improving their perspective taking skills.
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                                    Carnival Time Writing Skills

                                    This one-of-a-kind board game works on students' abilities to improve the descriptiveness and specificity of their writing.

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Teachers, tutors, counselors, and speech language pathologists can greatly help their students with these materials created by Lisa Flowers

                                

                                With my growing collection of resources covering social emotional learning, writing skills, grammar, and reading comprehension, you can help your adolescent students improve all aspects of their communication.
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                                    Get Great Worksheets and Activities 
 to Add to Your Learning Curriculums

                                    Teachers, tutors, counselors, and speech language pathologists can greatly help their students with these materials created by Lisa Flowers

                                    Place An Order
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                        Subscribe to our mailing list to receive updates about Lisa Flowers' catalog of materials.
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